
Baby Basics 
Please wash and press fabrics ahead of class if you can to allow pre-shrinkage)—bring basic sewing kit.  
 
NOTE: Fabric amounts are approximate for bibs. You will be able to make more than one item from the fabric cut. I will be 
prepared to demonstrate how to make all the items listed. You can choose to make one, some or all the items, depending 
on your interest and ability in the available class time. All are doable for someone sewing at a beginner level. You may 
choose to do “homework” and practice what I’ve shown you in class at home between the two class sessions (and I’ll 
answer any questions or concerns that arose at the second class) if you so desire but it’s not required. I will supply 
patterns for bibs and demonstrate/ instruct how to make each. I will also share a list of websites that you may refer to as 
a bit of a reminder of how to do the projects. I have sifted through numerous websites and blog sites to find those with 
simple clear instructions similar to those I’ll give you.  
 
Burp Cloths:  
● several 1/4 yard pieces of flannel (you may choose to use some solid colors that complement the patterned fabrics, as 

each burp cloth will have 2 layers, and you can use one layer of patterned cloth and one layer of solid) 
● optional: 1/4 yard pieces of terry cloth to make an extra absorbent back side layer for burp cloths.  
 
Bandana Bibs:  
● 1/2 yard pieces of soft woven or cotton knit (not super stretchy) cloth. 
● optional: 1/2 yard of micro fleece (thin) or french terry cloth (lightweight) in a color to compliment the other fabric will 

make the bib (backside layer) keep baby drier as a droolie bib. 
● snaps or velcro (velcro is easy but the hook side tends to catch on other things in the laundry, so you may opt for snaps 

instead) 
 
Traditional Bibs: 
● 1/2 yard of woven fabric or fat quarters  
● snaps  
 
Washcloth/hand towel Bibs:  
● new (or in new condition) washcloth, hand/kitchen/bar towel (terry cloth or micro fiber)—especially nice if you can 

find a fun design on it.  
● 1/3 yard complementary colored fleece (choose a fun design if the towel is a solid color)—I’ve used fleece here 

because cut edge doesn't have to be hemmed when the facing is turned inside. You could also use some of the french 
terry cloth from the bandana bib yardage and use fusible interfacing to prevent unraveling at cut edge.  

● snaps 
 
Nursing Cover: Choose a color or fabric design the mom would like so it will be unobtrusive for nursing 
● 1 yard of soft woven cloth (that is opaque when covering baby & mom). 
● 1/3 yard of boning 
● two same-size D rings (any size in range between 1-2”) 
 
Receiving Blanket:  
● two 1- 1/4 (1.25) yard pieces of complementing color/design flannel 
 
All materials may be purchased at Pacific Fabrics with a 10% discount. Please mention that you are buying 

supplies for this class at the register to receive this discount.  

 

Bellevue 425-747-3551 

http://www.apple.com/

